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ArteArredo Schleret is an Italian-French family-run company operating in the luxury furniture 
production.
Twenty years ago, Gilles Schleret and his wife Cristina decided to set up a company specializing 
in furniture production by matching both sophisticated handcraft techniques and fabrics.
Later on their daughter Béatrice Schleret, Interior Designer joined the activities in order to 
manage the organization of fairs and exhibitions. She has worked with professionalism and 
providing new products with her style. Their son Federico Schleret, architect, graduated at the 
Architecture University in Switzerland with the professor Botta, and he is currently in charge 
of designing and developing new products by matching both French and Italian styles.
The collections are the results of a great passion of the entire family for both art and architecture: 
history and antiquities have inspired the collections with renewed and customized furniture. 
This enables the company to meet the most demanding customers’ needs and trends of the 
market. 
ArteArredo Schleret knows no limits as to both production and style of refined furniture. The 
company provides a wide range of fabrics, curtains, textiles and carpets to their customers in 
order to ensure the suitable customization for a total harmony with their home interiors.

Schleret Family Maison 
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Warm welcome to our Biarritz story
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Vetrine ACHILLE

Simple lines are enhanced by the hand carved base in Baroque style and ebony 
structure is in contrast to the crystal brightness. An interior light emphasizes the 

preciousness of the objects.
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Sofa MARNI
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Mirror SP/210

Mirror plays an important role in the environment when reflecting lights and 
enriching interior details.
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ArteArredo Schleret Classic Furniture perfectly matches the environment with the 
contemporary Andrea Albanese paintings.

Low boiserie VILLA ANNA
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Double door VILLA  ANNA
Low boiserie VILLA  ANNA

Vetrine ACHILLE
Armchairs ERMIONE
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Armchair ERMIONE

Corner table FEDORA
Vetrine ACHILLE

Ermione armchair evokes a bergère. Same carving is used at the base 
of Lierre sofa.
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Double door VILLA  ANNA

Sofa LIERRE
Armchairs  ERMIONE

Vetrine ACHILLE
Central table FEDORA
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Sofa LIERRE
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The armchair near the sofa is an important stylistic and decorative connection 
between the objects.
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Triangular base guéridon recalls Fedora’s coffee table legs and supports a white 
onyx round table top.

Corner table FEDORA
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Massive wood hand carved ivy design detail of the armchair and the sofa.
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Central table FEDORA
Sofa MARNI
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White onyx top is surrounded by rosewood. Walnut finishing is enriched by 
gold decapé leaf details. Bronze inserts and decorations characterizes Fedora’s               

coffee table legs.

Central table FEDORA
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Chest of drawers CO/210
Mirror SP/210

A classic chest of drawers ArteArredo entirely realized in chestwood while the 
drawers’ knobs are hand carved. Top is made up of inlay wood and finishing in 

walnut colour with cherry wood gold decorations.
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TV cabinet FIDELIO
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Classical and simple lines of the furniture enriched with precious type of wood 
inlaid on its doors.
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Deep blue dining
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Low boiserie ALEXANDER

Chairs CELADON
Armchair CELADON

Dining table VENARIA

Dining room is enhanced by Prussian blue. The space is based on contrasts to few 
soft colours such as light walnut, white and gold and highlighted by blue background 

resulting in a perfect lines definition.
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Dining table VENARIA

The table has two octagonal rotated bases resulting in a sinuous movement with ivy 
decoration carved out from the same piece of wood.
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ArteArredo Schleret furniture guideline is a nature-inspired Art Nouveau design.
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Low boiserie ALEXANDER

Dining table VENARIA
Chairs CELADON

Flowerpot vase PANDORA

Mirror DELICE
Buffet VENARIA
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The top of the tables made up of mahogany veneer and emphasized by a walnut 
finishing.
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Chairs CELADONArmchair CELADON
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Low boiserie ALEXANDER

Chairs CELADON
Dining table VENARIA
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Venaria dining table, designed by Federico Scheleret architect, is an authentic 
masterpiece of ArteArredo Schleret.
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Chair CELADON
Armchair CELADON

Dining table VENARIA
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Low boiserie ALEXANDER

Mirror DELICE
Buffet VENARIA

Chairs CELADON
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One of the most appreciated pieces of ArteArredo Schleret furniture. This armchair 
is mainly characterized by the floral decoration on its backrest.
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Armchair SERVES

The combination of blue sea silk with a gold leaf decapé finishing is the main line 
of the dining room interiors.
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Flowerpot vase PANDORA
Low boiserie ALEXANDER

Simple lines originate the elegance of a boiserie. Vase is inspired by Art Nouveau 
style and recalls the sinuous lines of Venaria table.
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Mirror DELICE

A gold leaf finishing wood carved mirror in contrast to dark blue wall plays a 
lightgame similar to sunlight rays on the sea.
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Melange living room 
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Central table REM
Armchair NOTORIOUS
Sofa NOTORIOUS
Corner tables RIGOLETTO
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Corner table RIGOLETTO

ArteArredo classic furniture collection with a marble top, one of the eternal 
essentials interior elements.
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Vetrine bar ETTORE

Bar cabinet structure made up of ebony wood. Front door is enriched with a rock 
crystal medallion decorated by wood carving.
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Vetrine bar ETTORE

The whole effect is emphasized by indoor light.
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Sofa LADY MILLION
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The subject is unique: a rock crystal and aquamarine flower.
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Ettore bar cabinet adds sophistication to the whole living.
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Silk and pearl grey velvet upholstery. Lady Million sofa has armrests with semiprecious 
stones, rock crystal and aquamarine. The colours of the stone are similar to cushions 

of upholstery. Front and back legs are wood made, fabrics upholstered.

Sofa LADY MILLION
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Central table REM
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Precious wood inlay table decoration while borders and legs have hand carved 
wooden decorations, enriched with a golden finishing.
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Armchair NOTORIOUS
Corner table RIGOLETTO

Notorious comfortable armchair is a must of ArteArredo Schleret collection. Here 
it is shown together with its sofa, both using marvelous fabric with an exclusive 

mélange texture.
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Sofa NOTORIOUS
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Mélange textile seat pillows, including silk floral pattern backrest combination 
create shades game reinforced by the numerous pillows fabrics.
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Dahlia bedroom 
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Folding screen DAHLIA
Chest of drawers CO/200

Mirror AMELIE
Bed DAHLIA
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ArteArredo Schleret provides fabrics, curtains, textiles and carpets for the largest 
customization and complete harmony of interiors.
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Mini bench FIRST

Soft tones, wall colours and fabric harmony. Lampasso expresses Art Nouveau 
style with geometric patterns combined with the typical patterns of the time.
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Bed DAHLIA
Mini bench FIRST
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Chest of drawers CO/200
Mirror AMELIE
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Sofa CHLOÈ

Pastel colours bedroom for a comfortable environment and completed by the Sofa 
available both matt and glossy silk textiles.
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Round table DRISELLA

Triangular base guéridon leg supports a round table top decorated by precious 
woods and mother-of-pearl inlays.
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Each inlay detail is hand cut and assembled together. The gradient effect of wooden 
pieces is obtained by hot sand treatment.
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Headboard three-dimensional carving is combined with decorative pattern fabric 
of Belle Epoque period: palmette. Ivory finishing with gold lacquered details gives 

brightness to the entire room.
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Burgundy bedroom 
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Armchairs SCARLETT
Chest of drawers CINDERELLA

Mirror CAPRICCIO
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Armchairs SCARLETT
Bench CINDERELLA

Bed side tables CINDERELLA
Bed CINDERELLA
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This bedroom is thought for male: walls and curtains are burgundy in contrast to 
walnut and gold details furniture with taupe tones of upholstery fabrics.
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Custom bedding CINDERELLA
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Bed side tables CINDERELLA
Bed CINDERELLA
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Bench CINDERELLA

Bed headboard with same silk of graceful bench completes the composition with 
delicate tones, patterns and textiles.
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Burgundy and taupe tones textiles strong contrast are combined to the walnut 
furniture with gold details.
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Armchairs SCARLETT
Chest of drawers CINDERELLA

Mirror CAPRICCIO

An important bergère, also for its dimension, enriched by floral carvings. The armchair 
Scarlett is taupe fabric made, combined with damask seeming to be hand-painted.  

The finishing is gold leaf decapé in honey walnut.
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Bed side tables CINDERELLA

Walnut bedside tables are enriched with gold finished carved wood details and 
white onyx table top.
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Custom bathrobe CINDERELLA
Custom towel set CINDERELLA
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Home collection consists of sateen ivory bedding with taupe inserts recalling 
headboard fabrics, bathrobes and towels set.
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www.artearredo.net
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The measures
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VILLA ANNA double door 
custom dimension

VENARIA dining table 
304 x 125 x h78 cm

MARNI sofa 3 seats 
263 x 108 x h120 cm

ACHILLE vetrine 
128 x 55 x h245 cm

ART.CO/210 
141x 50 x h90 cm

LIERRE sofa 3 seats 
230x 115 x h130 cm

ERMIONE sofa 3 seats 
230 x 115x h130 cm

PANDORA flower pot  
Vase 62 x 62 x h84 cm
Base 50 x 50 x h80 cm

ART. SP/210 mirror 
96 x h140 cm

Lierre living room  (pg. 1-45) Deep blue dining room (pg. 46-81)

VILLA ANNA boiserie 
custom dimension

VENARIA buffet 
250 x 50 x h91 cm

CELADON chair 
57 x 64 x h116 cm

LIERRE  armchair 
112 x 103 x h110 cm

ERMIONE armchair 
112 x 103 x h110 cm

ALEXANDER low boiserie 
custom dimension

VILLA ANNA flower vase 
50 x 50 x h40 cm

DELICE mirror 
160 x h140 cm

SERVRES armchair 
69 x 69 x h106 cm

SERVRES chair 
58 x 66 x h106 cm

CELADON armchair 
66 x 66 x h116 cm

MARNI sofa 2 seats 
205 x 108 x h120 cm

FEDORA central table 
dia 180 x h50 cm

MARNI armchair 
126 x 108 x h83 cm

FEDORA corner table 
dia 62 x h70 cm

FIDELIO tv cabinet 
246 x 50 x h75 cm

NOTORIOUS sofa 3 seats 
290 x 116 x h110 cm

LADY MILLION sofa 3 seats 
270 x 112 x h103 cm

LADY MILLION armchair 
130 x 114 x h100cm

RIGOLETTO corner table 
70 x 70 x h80 cm

Melange living room (pg. 82-113)

NOTORIOUS sofa 2 seats 
220x 115 x h106 cm

ETTORE vetrine 
128 x 55 x h200cm

NOTORIOUS armchair 
115 x 110 x h103 cm

LADY MILLION sofa 2 seats 
210 x 114 x h100 cm

REM central table 
140 x 140 x h45 cm
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CINDERELLA bed 
bed 248 x 235 x h174 cm, suggested mattress 200 x 200 x h 30 cm

CAPRICCIO mirror 
190 x h263 cm

CINDERELLA dressing table
239 x 45 x h78 cm

CINDERELLA mirror for dressing
124 x h150 cm

CINDERELLA chest of drawers 
135 x 50 x h93 cm

Burgundy bedroom (pg. 142-173)

CINDERELLA bench 
132 x 57 x h68 cm

SCARLETT armchair 
96 x 92 x h107 cm

CINDERELLA bed side table 
82 x 45 x h78 cm

DAHLIA bed 
bed 250 x 235 x h180 cm, suggested mattress 200 x 200 x h 30 cm

ART. CO 200 chest of drawers 
120 x 48 x h84 cm

Dahlia bedroom (pg. 114-141)

FIRST mini bench 
58 x 56 x h70 cm

CHLOÈ sofa 2 seated 
163 x 95 x h95 cm

DAHLIA folding screen 
250 x h160 cm

AMELIE mirror 
110 x h 150cm

DRISELLA round table 
64 x 43 x h73 cm
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